Lumen® Ransomware
Assessment
Stop ransomware before it strikes.

Lumen Ransomware Assessment helps companies minimize their risk exposure
to ransomware. Our program combines ongoing scanning and assessments with
a designated consultant who will review and recommend how to structure your
security controls and procedures to facilitate a faster recovery time.

Minimize the likelihood of
ransomware infection
Identify weaknesses and receive
recommendations for ways to reduce the
attack surface.

Reduce the impact of ransomware
See what is impacted and get recommended
controls to help minimize business
disruption.

Improve resiliency
Get strategies for how to reduce ransomware
exposure, strengthen security practices and
controls, and increase incident response
and preparedness—enabling a more secure
environment.

Features and Specs
Vulnerability assessment
•

Experts perform black, white or gray box scanning

•

Quarterly re-scans of internal and external IPs to
monitor progress over time

•

Designated consultant to advise you on technical
measures to help reduce risk

Evaluation of security controls
•

Evaluation of backup strategy, review backup policy,
procedures and processes

•

Review of network architecture and segmentation
strategy

•

Review of data classification policies, data flows and
understand how you collect, process, store, manage
and dispose of your data

•

Evaluation of current protection against malware

•

Review of business continuity program and incident
response plans

Visibility and reporting
•

Lumen security consultant will provide regular
reporting on open vulnerabilities and your progress
towards remediation

•

Comprehensive gap analysis and tailored roadmap to
reduce risk of ransomware

Defense assessment

Visibility

Evaluate your security
team’s ability to prevent
and respond to attacks
with ongoing vulnerability
scanning

Identify systems
more likely to be
initially attacked and
receive a roadmap for
building a more secure
environment

Prescriptive results

Expertise

Provide detailed findings
with risk treatment
recommendations
through ongoing
reporting

Offer expertise and
security intelligence
to help you combat
ransomware and other
harmful threats

Ongoing remediation management
•

Designated consultant to advise you on technical
measures to help reduce risk

•

Evaluate and refine risk management program

•

Awareness and training recommendations for
personnel and staff

•

Incident response tabletop exercise and
recommendations on how to improve

Why Lumen?
Build an effective managed security program to
minimize risk exposure and ease business drag with
Lumen Ransomware Assessment. Our expert security
consultants combine both vast security experience and
industry standard tools to help reduce your risk of
malware exposure and ease strain on resources.
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